Psychophysical evidence in humans indicates that localization is different for stationary flashed and coherently moving objects. To address how the primary visual cortex represents object position we used a population approach that pools spiking activity of many neurones in cat area 17. In response to flashed stationary squares (0.4 deg) we obtained localized activity distributions in visual field coordinates, which we referred to as profiles across a 'population receptive field' (PRF). We here show how motion trajectories can be derived from activity across the PRF and how the representation of moving and flashed stimuli differs in position. We found that motion was represented by peaks of population activity that followed the stimulus with a speed-dependent lag. However, time-to-peak latencies were shorter by ∼16 ms compared to the population responses to stationary flashes. In addition, motion representation showed a directional bias, as latencies were more reduced for peripheral-to-central motion compared to the opposite direction. We suggest that a moving stimulus provides 'preactivation' that allows more rapid processing than for a single flash event.
It takes some tens of milliseconds for visual information to reach the cortex. During that time, an approaching object might have moved several meters. Inevitably, mislocalization results unless compensational processes counterbalance for neural processing times. In fact, anticipatory mechanisms have been reported to occur already at the level of retinal ganglion cells (Berry et al. 1999) . Psychophysically, a moving and a flashed stimulus presented aligned are perceived as being displaced. Surprisingly, the moving stimulus appears ahead of the flash (Hazelhoff & Wiersma, 1924) . One explanation for this 'flash-lag' effect is that the visual system is predictive by extrapolating the position of a moving stimulus into the future (Nijhawan, 1994) . Alternatively, the 'latency difference' model assumes that the visual system processes moving objects 'on-line' but more rapidly than flashed objects (Purushothaman et al. 1999; Kirschfeld & Kammer, 1999; Whitney et al. 2000 ; for review and other explanations see Krekelberg & Lappe, 2001 ). In none of those studies, however, were neurophysiological correlates examined.
In order to measure neurophysiological representations of flashed or moving stimuli we applied a population approach in the visual cortex that extracts the 'quantity' position from highly overlapping receptive fields (RFs) of many neurones. Their joint activity in response to a fixed set of stimuli was pooled, resulting in fine-scaled distributions of population activity both in visual space and time. Our concept is a straightforward consequence of the observation that a large number of broadly tuned neurones are activated, after even the simplest form of sensory stimulation or motor output. In addition, under natural viewing conditions stimuli are arbitrarily distributed across many RFs with highly diverse spatio-temporal properties (Szulborski & Palmer, 1990; Gegenfurtner & Hawken, 1996; Fitzpatrick, 2000; Dinse & Jancke, 2001a,b ; for a similar approach in the somatosensory system see Nicolelis et al. 1998) .
We have previously demonstrated that the population approach can provide insight into neural interactions in response to small flashes presented with distances much less than average RF sizes , and into mechanisms of multidimensional coding (Jancke, 2000) . Here we used this technique to study how motion trajectories are presented at the level of primary visual cortex and how the representation of moving stimuli J Physiol 556.3 deviates from that of single flashes (Jancke et al. 1996) . We analysed population activity in response to small squares of light (0.4 deg) that were flashed or moved at different speeds and directions.
We show that in cat area 17 small moving stimuli are represented as propagating peaks of population activity. When compared to the representation of a flash, we found a significant reduction in time-to-peak latencies of the population responses. Reduced neural latencies might contribute to the perceived positional lead of a moving stimulus compared to a flash, as shown psychophysically in humans.
Methods

Animals and preparation
Extracellular recordings from a total of 178 cells were made in the central visual field representation of cat area 17. Neurones of the left hemisphere of anaesthetized cats were recorded as previously described . Twenty adult animals of both sexes were used. Animals were initially anaesthetized with Ketanest (15 mg (kg body weight) −1 , i.m., Parke-Davis) and Rompun (1 mg kg −1 , i.m., Bayer, Germany). Additionally, Atropin (0.1 mg kg −1 , s.c., Braun, Germany) was given. During surgery and recording, anaesthesia was maintained by artificial respiration with a mixture of 75% N 2 O and 25% O 2 , and by application of sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, 3 mg kg −1 h −1 , i.v., Ceva, Germany). Neuromuscular block was established by continuous infusions of gallamine triethiodide (2 mg kg −1 , i.v. bolus, 2 mg kg
. In addition 5% glucose in physiological Ringer solution was continuously infused (3 ml h −1 , Braun, Germany). Heart rate, intratracheal pressure, expired CO 2 , body temperature, and EEG were controlled during the entire experiment. Respiration was adjusted for an end-tidal CO 2 between 3.5 and 4.0%. Contact lenses with artificial pupils were used to cover the eyes. Pupils were dilated by atropine (5 mg ml −1 ), and nictitating membranes retracted by noradrenaline (norepinephrine; Neosynephrin-POS, 50 mg ml −1 , Ursapharm, Germany). Treatment of all animals was within the regulations of the National Institution of Health Guide and Care for Use of Laboratory Animals (Rev. 1987) . At the end of the experiments, animals were killed with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital. All experiments were approved by the German Animal Care and Use Committee.
Recording and stimulation
Stimuli were displayed on a PC-controlled 21-inch monitor (120 Hz, non-interlaced) positioned at a distance of 114 cm from the animal. Luminance of stimulation was 0.9 cd m −2 , background luminance was 0.002 cd m −2 . Stimuli were repeated 32 times in pseudo-random order and presented to the contralateral eye. Stimuli were presented within a fixed reference frame, irrespective of the receptive field (RF) location of the individual neurones (non-RF-centred approach illustrated in Fig. 1A ). To control for eye drift, RF locations were repeatedly measured during each recording session. Seven flashed squares of light (0.4 deg) were used to sample 2.8 deg of visual space (Fig. 1A and B) . Additionally, squares were moved horizontally either centro-peripherally or in the opposite direction (Fig. 1C) . Smooth trajectories were generated by varying the stimulus shift per video frame resulting in different speeds (4.5, 8.8, 15 .1, 38.4 deg s −1 , length of trajectory was 9.2 deg).
We pooled 178 single cell responses whose receptive fields (RFs) densely covered the central visual field representation of cat area 17 (Fig. 1A) . Our approach enables us (1) to average activity across a neural population with high spatial and temporal resolution, (2) to include cells with different tuning properties, and (3) to measure activity independently of the individual cell's RF location relative to the stimulus (non-centred approach). To depict the population activity of these neurones, two different coding techniques were used (described below).
RF-derived population representations of stimulus position
We first applied a population code consisting of an interpolation procedure in which each cell 'votes' with its firing rate for the centre of the RF. The RF centres were quantitatively assessed for each cell separately by flashing small dots of light (diameter 0.64 deg) in pseudo-random order (20 times) for 25 ms (ISI 1000 ms) on 36 locations of a six by six grid. The resulting RF profiles were smoothed and the RF centre was defined at the location of maximal amplitude .
In the next step, population representations of the flashed or moved stimuli presented in a fixed reference frame ( Fig. 1B and C) were derived. To this end, each cell's normalized firing rate in response to the stimuli was mapped to each individual RF centre, resulting in a distribution of activity. The responses were then interpolated with a Gaussian (width = 0.6 deg; to correct for uneven sampling, the distribution was divided by the sum of unweighted Gaussians centred on all RF centres). In summary, each neurone contributes to the entire population activity by its firing rate (1 ms time resolution), which is dependent on the location of the RF centre relative to the stimulus.
OLE-derived population representations of stimulus position
As an alternative to this RF-derived procedure we employed an optimal linear estimator (OLE) technique to reconstruct stimulus position from the observed neuronal population activity. This technique, originally developed to estimate a single value of an encoded physical quantity (Salinas & Abbott, 1994) , is based on a Bayesian theoretical framework (Dayan & Abbott, 2001) . We used an extension of this method Jancke et al. 1999; Jancke, 2000) that enabled us to estimate entire distributions of population activity across visual space.
The method is based on two ideas. First, the population distribution is generated as a linear superposition of a set of basis functions, one such function for each neurone. Each neurone's basis function is multiplied by the current firing rate of the neurone. Second, for the set of seven joint reference stimuli (Fig. 1B) , a template function for the distribution of population activity was defined as a Gaussian centred at each of the seven stimulus positions. Its width (0.6 deg) in visual space approximately matched the average RF profile of all neurones measured. A systematic variation of the width parameter showed that the reconstruction results did not critically depend on the exact shape of the template distribution. The basis function each neurone contributes was determined so that for the seven reference stimuli the reconstructed population distribution approximated the template functions optimally. For this optimization, mean firing rates within the time interval from 40 to 65 ms after stimulus onset were used. This is the time for which peak responses are observed in the PSTHs. The exact size of the integration window is not critical for the estimation procedure.
To extend the estimation procedure beyond the seven reference stimuli to the moving stimulus condition, the basis function that each neurone contributes was held fixed, but was now multiplied by the firing rate of that neurone in response to a stimulus moving with a particular velocity. The firing rate was determined in 10 ms bins to obtain time-resolved population representations.
Cumulative post-stimulus-time histograms (PSTHs)
Cumulative PSTHs in response to flashed or moving stimuli were obtained by averaging spiking activity across all neurones in time bins of 10 ms. A cell was judged as significantly active when its firing rate was higher than the mean + 2 s.d. of activity revealed in a no-stimulus condition (recording period 2 s). 
Bootstrap analysis
To investigate how critically the results depend on the current sampling of neurones across visual space, we performed a bootstrap analysis. One thousand iterations were generated, each equal in size to the total number of all cells measured, by drawing neurones (with replacements) from the original data set. For each such 'synthetic' set of neural populations the OLE, representing the population responses to each stimulus, was calculated.
Results
Population representations of moving and flashed stimuli show a spatial offset
We first applied a population approach based on interpolation of many cell responses (Anderson, 1994; Jancke et al. 1999; see Berry et al. 1999 for a similar approach in the retina). The resulting distributions of activity can be regarded as the profile of a population receptive field (PRF) in which each neurone contributes to the overall activity via its RF location relative to stimulus position. Thus, flashing a stimulus at a specific site will predominantly activate neurones that have their RF centres close to the stimulus whereas neurones further away respond with . To obtain the population representations, individual firing rates were depicted at each neurone's RF centre and interpolated using a twodimensional Gaussian profile. Frames from left to right show time frames of 10 ms. The sampled space covered 2.8 deg of the central visual field (horizontal white line, see Fig. 1) . Colour key indicates level of population activity; data were normalized separately for each stimulus condition. The moving stimulus started 3.2 deg outside the PRF tracked by a peak of population activity that has been evoked a number of time steps before. At time zero stimulus position was identical for the moving and the flashed square (compare vertical pointed lines). During the next time steps activity in response to the flash emerged while the moving peak continued propagating. When activity for the flashed stimulus reached its maximum (50 ms), the moving peak had already passed the mutual flash position due to its faster processing.
lower firing rates. In response to a small flashed square, the population representation therefore results in a gradual and well-localized peak of activity centred on the position of the stimulus (Fig. 2 , upper row; each frame shows a 10 ms time step).
The lower row in Fig. 2 illustrates the central portion of a motion trajectory of a square moving at 38.4 deg s −1 . At flash onset (upper row, time zero), the moving square was located at the same position as the flashed square. Due to neural delay times, cortical population activity for the flash was zero. In contrast, for the moving square, a propagating peak of activity was observed that had been evoked previously since the stimulus trajectory started much earlier outside the PRF. Five time steps later (50-60 ms), the moving stimulus was at a new position, tracked by the peak of population activity with a spatial lag. At that time, activity for the flash reached its maximum but did not change position, thus representing faithfully the initial location of the stimulus. Assuming equal processing times for both stimuli, the population representations should be localized at identical positions. Instead, the activity peaks elicited by the moving square and the flash showed a significant spatial offset, i.e. the moving square was represented ahead of the flash, indicating shorter latencies for motion.
Population representations of flashed stimuli
To show raw population data before employing any coding procedure, Fig. 3A depicts the temporal evolution of activity in cumulative PSTHs (sum of activity across all neurones) for squares that were flashed at three adjoining positions (as shown in Fig. 3B ). Firing rates for individual cells were 13-58 spikes s −1 , which is within the range typically found for neurones in cat area 17 (Bishop et al. 1971; Orban, 1984) . Cumulative activity for more peripheral stimulus positions was slightly lower, due to the fact that less RFs were overlapping at the border than within the central part of the sampled space. However, for each stimulus position the number of cells contributing to the cumulative PSTHs was more than half of the entire population, even for the most peripheral stimulus positions (∼90 cells; Fig. 3C ), demonstrating the dense and homogeneous sampling.
In order to construct the PRF in a well-defined mathematical way, we applied an optimal linear estimator (OLE) (Salinas & Abbott, 1994; Erlhagen et al. 1999; Jancke et al. 1999; Jancke, 2000) that assigns to each neurone's firing a 'weighting coefficient' calculated by optimizing the contribution of each neurone with respect to its relative RF position. As a result, Fig. 3B depicts distributions of population activity with high precision in visual space. For each stimulus position, we observed a homogenous build-up and decay of activity accurately centred on the different stimulus loci. Thus, all seven flashes used were fairly represented by 0.4 deg shifts of activity profiles across the PRF (Fig. 3D) . The mean time-to-peak latency across all squares was 54 ± 3 ms.
To test how critically the PRF profiles were dependent on the actual sample of neurones, we applied a bootstrap analysis in which the population was repetitively (n = 1000) composed by 'drawing' 178 neurones with replacements from the original data set. Figure 3D depicts the distributions of activity for all seven squares within the time window of maximal discharge (50-60 ms). The analysis revealed that the OLE procedure guarantees a precise decoding of the actual stimulus positions across the entire sampled visual space. Furthermore, the observed scatter in amplitudes was not significantly dependent on the actual sampling except for a small bias in response to the most central stimulus.
Population representation of moving stimuli
To compare data from flashed stimuli with responses to moving squares we first show cumulative PSTHs for all speeds and for both directions ( Fig. 4 ; blue = centroperipheral; red = periphero-central). Increasing speeds (top to bottom) evoked increasing amplitudes of the responses. All moving stimuli recruited similar numbers of responding cells (see upper curves), thus the individual cell's firing rates were enhanced with speed. For slow speeds (4.5, 8.8 deg s −1 ) the PSTHs show a moderate slope of rising and decaying activity as it takes the stimulus longer to pass the PRF than for high speeds. In contrast, higher stimulus speeds (15.1, 38.4 deg s −1 ) induced more brisk responses and a second peak that occurred when the stimulus had already passed the PRF. Such a 'rebound' response (Camarda et al. 1985) has recently been shown to contain information about stimulus orientation at the population level (Jancke, 2000) .
Second, to derive stimulus trajectories across the sampled PRF, we again applied the OLE procedure resulting in distributions of activity that unravel each cell's contribution to the current stimulus position. For all speeds and both directions tested, Fig. 5 depicts spacetime diagrams of population distributions within the time intervals that revealed significant propagation of activity. The diagrams show coherent peaks of activity tracking each moving stimulus across the PRF. We observed a spatial lag between the current stimulus position and the activity peaks, which was dependent on speed and most evident at high stimulus speeds (see red, blue lines at bottom). The profiles of the PRF showed some variability in response amplitudes and scatter in peak positions. These fluctuations were due to irregularities in cell sampling and of no significance (P > 0.05, bootstrap, n = 1000; see Supplementary material, available online only). Thus, our approach allows for visualization of propagating activity on a fine spatial scale, resolving shifts of activity peaks in a visual space much smaller than RF sizes. Next, we exploited this outcome to derive latencies from the representation of moving stimuli.
Reduced latencies dependent on motion direction
In order to compare latencies evoked by a single flash with the latencies for moving stimuli, we used the spatial lag method introduced by Bishop et al. (1971) for analysis of single cell latencies. This method uses the fact that the time-to-peak of activity depends on stimulus speed: with increasing speeds the stimulus passes longer distances until the discharge peak is reached. However, as our approach produces continuous trajectories rather than only one single discharge peak we modified the original method: for each iteration within a bootstrap analysis, we first determined the time interval within significant propagation of peak activity occurred by calculating linear Upper graphs visualize the number of cells that showed significant activity (P < 0.05). All squares evoked similar latencies and firing rates, and involved similar numbers of cells, confirming the homogeneous sampling of visual space. B, space-time diagrams of OLE-derived population activity in response to the three flashed squares (black squares mark position, time on ordinate). High spatial coherence of activity within the PRF can be seen reaching its maximum centred on each stimulus position. Note that stimulus size (0.4 deg) was much smaller than the average RF size in area 17 (∼2 deg, cf. Jancke et al. 1999) . C, time course of the number of activated neurones in response to each of the seven squares. Single bars represent the number of responding cells within a 10 ms time bin (each bar corresponds to a given stimulus position from left (central) to right (peripheral); cf. Fig. 1B . At time when activity reached its maximum (50-60 ms after stimulus onset) each stimulus was represented by activity of ∼90 neurones with densely overlapping RFs. D, bootstrap analysis. Shape and location of the PRF at time of peak maximum (50-60 ms) for all seven squares tested. A bootstrap analysis was applied to the OLE procedure (1000 iterations). Grey areas indicate 99% confidence, curves show mean. Dashed horizontal line marks the mean of the amplitudes across all flashed squares; continuous horizontal lines mark significance level (P < 0.05). Small fluctuations in amplitudes were of negligible significance (see arrow pointing to a slightly higher amplitude for the leftmost (central) stimulus). Each square was fairly represented by the distribution of activity centred on the respective stimulus position.
regressions of the trajectories (under the constraint of r > 0.98). We then measured the spatial lag between the actual maximum of the propagating peaks and the current stimulus position. Finally, for all speeds and directions, the mean spatial lag was plotted as a function of stimulus speed. As our data showed that the spatial lag increased linearly with stimulus speeds, the slope of the regression lines directly corresponds to response latency of motion (Fig. 6) .
The slope of the regressions revealed latencies of 38 ms for the peripheral-central (r = 0.99) and 42 ms (r = 0.99) for central-peripheral direction. Thus the spatial lag was significantly shorter than expected from time-to-peak latencies in response to flashed stimulation (∼54 ms).
In addition to speed, the spatial lag was depended on the direction of motion. For peripheral-central movements latencies were significantly smaller compared to the opposite direction, particularly for higher speeds (P < 0.00001 for 38.4 and 15.1 deg s −1 ). With decreasing speed, this asymmetry became less significant due to the increasing positional scatter (P < 0.01 for 8.8 deg s −1 ; P > 0.05 for 4.5 deg s −1 ). For a slow speed of 4.5 deg s −1 , the reduced latency for peripheral-central motion led to a match between the peak of population activity and actual stimulus position as indicated by a spatial lag of nearly zero.
Discussion
We showed that in cat primary visual cortex small moving squares of light can be represented as propagating peaks of activity across a 'population receptive field' . Latencies for motion were significantly shorter than expected from the response to flashed stimuli, indicating reduced neural processing times. For slow peripheral-central movements (4.5 deg s −1 ) we observed compensation of neural latencies. At higher speeds and for motion in the opposite direction, we found a spatial lag between the moving stimulus and its representing peak of population activity. This spatial lag increased with increasing stimulus speeds.
On the single cell level, neural latencies have been shown to vary within a wide range of delay times. Generally, neurones that were sensitive to high stimulus speeds were also found to have short latencies for stationary light bars (Duysens et al. 1982) . Comparing responses to flashed and moving slits of light, only a few cells showed reduced latencies (Bishop et al. 1971) . A stimulus dark edge evoked responses in advance of the discharge coming from the stimulus light edge (Bishop et al. 1971 (Bishop et al. , 1973 . Also, LGN neurones were found to respond Figure 4 . Sum of spike rates (cumulative PSTHs) in response to squares moving at different speeds Motion in centro-peripheral direction is outlined in blue, red curves depict peripheral-central direction (speeds indicated on top). Overall activity increased with increasing stimulus speeds. Vertical interrupted lines show point in time when the stimulus entered and left the sampled space; vertical red and blue lines mark time period in which significant propagation of activity was observed when applying the OLE procedure (cf. Fig. 5 ). Upper graphs show number of cells significantly active within each 10 ms time step. Note that similar numbers of neurones were activated for all stimulus speeds.
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with shorter delays to moving than for flashed light bars (Orban et al. 1985) . Some of these controversial findings may result from the relatively wide bin sizes used for analysis, which makes it difficult to detect small changes in latencies at the single cell level. Furthermore, the spatial-lag method is critically sensitive to response variability of single cells. The population approach used here, however, transforms the various spatio-temporal dynamics of single cell activity into homogeneous activity patterns at the population level (Dinse & Jancke, 2001a) , indicating a qualitative difference between microscopic and mesoscopic processing levels (Freeman, 2000) . As a consequence, the population approach permits the dense and fine-scaled analysis of activity trajectories across a representative neural population. Judging correctly the location of moving objects is of crucial importance for evading obstacles or predators or for catching prey. This task would be almost impossible, particularly for high speeds, if the relevant information is delayed due to neural conduction and processing times. To overcome this problem, compensatory mechanisms have evolved that allow for anticipation of the path of motion.
Recently, it has been demonstrated that already at the retinal level a population of ganglion cells provides a first step in the generation of anticipatory processes (Berry et al. 1999) . These authors showed that a non-linear contrast-gain control mechanism, together with spatially extended receptive fields and a biphasic temporal response, are prerequisites to accounting for the observed effects. Translating their data from millimetres of retina into visual field coordinates (cf. Hughes, 1971; DeVries & Baylor, 1997) , the retinal compensatory mechanisms was limited to stimulus speeds of approximately 5 deg s −1 which is in accordance with our result for peripheral-central motion direction. While we found a reduction of latencies up to 40 deg s −1 , latencies for this range of speeds have not been investigated at the retinal level.
Directional asymmetry
In addition to the retinal data, our cortical data showed that the reduction of latencies to moving stimuli depends on direction of motion. Directional asymmetries guiding the optokinetic reflex have recently been found in monkey areas V5/V5+ (Hoffmann et al. 2002) as well as for position judgement tasks in human subjects (Müsseler & Aschersleben, 1998) : A small visual target which moves in the peripheral-central direction is perceived with a latency shorter than for the same target moving away from the fovea (Mateeff & Hohnsbein, 1988; Mateeff et al. 1991a,b) . Single object motion, as applied in our study, may predominantly stimulate the so-called displacementanalysing system preferring foveopetal motion (opposed to a motion-analysing system that encodes 'en masse' dot motion; Bonnet, 1984) . Such a system was speculated to emphasize motion towards a centrally fixed target (Mateeff et al. 1991a) .
Spatial asymmetries for representations of moving objects might be the result of active mechanisms compensating neural delays for one direction on the cost of longer delays in the opposite direction (Jensen & Martin, 1980) . van Beers et al. (2001) proposed a number of putative mechanisms underlying differences in localization for foveopetal and foveofugal motion. These mechanisms include temporal asymmetries in neural delays, and a partial asymmetric spatial expansion of the retinal representation, both comparable to our findings. On the other hand, these authors provided evidence that when shifting gaze, the central nervous system is able to compensate for localization errors by sensorimotor integration to maintain position constancy, maybe by taking advantage of these internally generated erroneous position signals.
Cellular mechanisms of preactivation
Long-range horizontal connections may constitute a possible substrate for preactivation as spreading subthreshold activity (Grinvald et al. 1994; Bringuier et al. 1999) extends far beyond the classical RF (Allman et al. 1985) . Applying voltage-sensitive dye optical imaging in cat area 18, a method that emphasizes subthreshold synaptic potentials (Grinvald et al. 1994) , we recently showed propagating waves of subthreshold activity in response to moving squares that covered large cortical regions ahead in time of the thalamic input (Jancke et al. 2004 ). In addition, using intracellular recordings in combination with a priming stimulus, reduced cortical latencies in the range reported here have been shown for subthreshold response components (Hirsch et al. 1998) .
Extracellular recordings as employed in our study provide no information about the accompanying intracellular events. As a possible mechanism we suggest that preactivation resulting from preceding stimulus displacements along the trajectory lead to an increased probability of firing action potentials when the stimulus moves across the PRF. In terms of spike rates of single cell RFs, such behaviour would cause an asymmetric Fig. 4, bottom) . Latencies were calculated by linear regression. Latency was 42 ms for centro-peripheral motion and 38 ms for peripheral-central direction. Significance of direction difference: * * P < 0.00001; * P < 0.01.
J Physiol 556.3 enlargement of RF sizes. As a consequence, RFs are shifted in the motion direction, causing neurones to respond with shorter latencies. Likewise, one might interpret such a shift as a primarily spatial phenomenon: RF boundaries that were not responsive when mapped with flashed stimuli, become responsive when a stimulus moves, and RFs are therefore 'pulled' towards a moving stimulus (Pulgarin et al. 2003) .
Latency differences may contribute to the flash-lag effect
There is an extensive ongoing discussion about the nature of the psychophysically observed flash-lag effect (FLE), which has been studied under a large variety of experimental designs (Metzger, 1932; MacKay, 1958; Nijhawan, 1994; Purushothaman et al. 1998; Krekelberg & Lappe, 1999; Kirschfeld & Kammer, 1999; Krekelberg et al. 2000; Sheth et al. 2000; Whitney et al. 2000; Krekelberg & Lappe, 2001 ). However, the neural substrates underlying this effect remain unknown. The FLE has also been reported with no retinal motion, indicating that extra-retinal information can be used to derive alternative motion information (Schlag et al. 2000) . Moreover, the FLE phenomenon not only applies to motion, but to other dimensions as well, such as colour (Sheth et al. 2000) . However, while not designed to mimic a particular psychophysical experiment -our experimental set-up corresponds to the traditional continuous motion protocol (Hazelhoff & Wiersma, 1924 ) -the presented data revealed a ∼16 ms difference in latency between a flash and a moving stimulus, corresponding to a 30% reduction in processing time when the stimulus moves. For the FLE described by , the stimulus moved at 360 deg s −1 rotation angle, leading to a displacement of about 5 deg, which translates into a delay of 14 ms and is thus within the same range as found in our study. On the other hand, latency differences obtained in various FLE paradigms commonly range between 40 and 80 ms (Krekelberg & Lappe, 2001) , most probably involving additional mechanisms in downstream cortical areas. Furthermore, compensation for neural processing times must not necessarily be restricted to the perceptual domain. It has recently been demonstrated that pointing movements towards the final position of a moving target were directed beyond its vanishing point, suggesting that for goal-directed tasks, sensorimotor integration is critical for compensation of neural latencies (Kerzel & Gegenfurtner, 2003) .
However, vision is not exclusively involved in the processing of time-critical stimulus characteristics. In an earlier study we reported that after the horizontally moving square has passed the PRF, population activity was smeared out in space, producing a motion streak (Jancke, 2000) . Subsequent to positional coding, this later part of the response (cf. Fig. 4 ) contained information about the orientation of the stimulus trajectory, i.e. activation was dominated by neurones tuned to horizontal orientation. This suggests that the primary visual cortex codes orientation by integrating past stimulus positions and thus conveys different stimulus aspects in different moments in time.
There is still not much knowledge about how timing information provided by visual cortical neurones maps to perception. Along the visual pathway various predictive (Nijhawan, 1994; Rao & Ballard, 1999) and integrative mechanisms (Krekelberg & Lappe, 1999; , from mechanisms in the retina (Berry et al. 1999) through to sensorimotor transformation mechanisms (Kerzel & Gegenfurtner, 2003) , are involved in motion processing. It remains an open question how the representation of moving stimuli in primary visual cortex, in particular its reduced response latencies as reported here, contribute to the processing of object position in the higher brain.
